Out of Order!

Players: 2

You need: index cards, markers, list of Basic Words from Units 31–35 as given in Unit 36

How to play: Players identify the alphabetical order of pairs of Basic Words.

1. Players write all the Basic Words in Unit 36 on separate index cards. They shuffle the cards and turn them face down in a pile.

2. At the same time, each player turns up his or her top word card. The players look at the first letter of each word to determine which word comes first in alphabetical order. For example, *history* beats *president* because *h* comes before *p*. The player whose word comes first wins both cards and puts them in a separate pile.

3. Play continues until all the cards have been played. The player who collects the most cards wins the game.

Other ways to play this game: For a faster game, players can draw ten cards from their shuffled decks and play only those cards.